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ἐγὼ τὸ Ἄ καὶ τὸ Ὦ,  
ὁ πρῶτος καὶ ὁ ἔσχατος,  
ἡ ἀρχὴ καὶ τὸ τέλος. 



 
 
Welcome to New Testament Greek.   
 
The importance of learning New Testament Greek is paramount.  
It is the language in which the New Testament was originally 
written.  To read the New Testament in any other language is to 
read both a translation and an interpretation.   
 
Those who discipline themselves enough to learn New 
Testament Greek will be richly rewarded with depth of insight 
and a vividness of description and understanding that remain 
unearthed to all others.   
 
So set forth.  Learn.  Read.  Dig.  Sweat.  Be inspired.  Discover 
the vast treasures of the Greek New Testament.  
 
This “little Greek grammar” may allow one to become familiar 
with the biblical language and to build upon this foundation for 
further study.  It is divided into these sections: 

 
I. BEGINNINGS 
II. ELEVEN PARTS OF SPEECH & THEIR USES 
III. FORMS & ENDINGS 

 
The Greek portions of this text are in the BST Greek font. 
 
The New Wine New Testament is recommended to be read with 
this grammar.   

 



  
 
 

   
 
 A, a  . . . . . . . . . . Alfa -- sounds like “a” in father. 
 B, b  . . . . . . . . . . Bhta -- sounds like “v” in vest. 
 G, g  . . . . . . . . . . Gamma --before i and e, sounds almost as “y” 

in yes; but before a, o, u, or a constant 
sounds like “g” in ghost. 

 D, d  . . . . . . . . . . Delta -- sounds like “th” in thin. 
 E, e  . . . . . . . . . . Eyilon -- sounds like “e” in bet. 
 Z, z  . . . . . . . . . . Zhta -- sounds like “z” in zest. 
 H, h   . . . . . . . . . Hta -- sounds like “i” in machine. 
 Q, q   . . . . . . . . . Qhta -- sounds like “th” in thin. 
 I, i   . . . . . . . . . . Iwta -- sounds like “i” in machine. 
 K, k   . . . . . . . . . Kappa -- sounds like “k” in task. 
 L, l . . . . . . . . . . Lambda -- sounds like “l” in lamp. 
 M, m  . . . . . . . . . Mu -- sounds like “m” in man. 
 N, n . . . . . . . . . . Nu -- sounds like “n” net. 
 X, x  . . . . . . . . . . Xi  -- sounds like “x” in six. 
 O, o   . . . . . . . . . Omikron -- sounds like “o” in top or 

sometimes like “o” in oboe. 
 P, p   . . . . . . . . . Pi -- sounds like “p” in pie. 
 R, r  . . . . . . . . . . Rw -- sounds like “r” in rabbit (slightly 

trilled). 
 S, s   . . . . . . . . . Sigma -- sounds like “s” in star (but trilled). 
 T, t   . . . . . . . . . Tau -- sounds like “t” in  top. 
 U, u   . . . . . . . . . Uyilon -- sounds like “i” in machine. 
 F, f  . . . . . . . . . Fi -- sounds like “f” in fire. 
 C, c   . . . . . . . . . Ci -- sounds like “ck” in Scottish lock (lake) 

or German bach (brook). 
 Y, y  . . . . . . . . . Yi -- sounds like “ps” in psalm or “p” in 

park. 
 W, w  . . . . . . . . . Wmega -- sounds like “o” in oboe. 
 
  



 

  
 a/  . . . . . like “a” in father.  
 ai  . . . .  like “e” in bet.  
 eu . . . . like “ef” in chef before voiceless (vocal chords do 

not vibrate when spoken) consonants (p, t, k, f, q, c, 
s, x, y), 

      . . . .  like “ev” in eleven before voiced (vocal chords 
vibrate when spoken) consonants and before 
vowels. 

 au . . . . like “af” before voiceless consonants, 
      . . . .  like “av” before voiced consonants and vowels. 
 gg . . . . like “ng” in angel.   
 h/, ei,  
 oi, ui  . .  like “i” in machine.   
 ou  . . . .  like “u” in ruler. 
 mp  . . . .  beginning of word like “b” in boy,  
       . . . .  in middle like “mb” in timber. 
 nt  . . . .  beginning of word like “d” in door,  
      . . . .  in middle like “nd” in tender. 
 gk . . . . beginning of word like “g” in go,  
      . . . .  in middle like “ng” in finger. 
 ts . . . . like “ts” in sits.   
 tz . . . . like “dz” in red zone but pronounced as one unit. 
 
 

 
 No letter in the Greek alphabet has the sound of the English 

letter “h”.  Instead, a “breathing” or “aspirant” mark (looks 
like an apostrophe) is placed over the initial vowel or the 
second vowel of an initial diphthong.   
o When turned out (open to the right), it is called a 

“rough” breathing mark and indicates that the sound of 
the English letter “h” is to be supplied before the word.   

o When turned in (open to the left), it is called a “smooth” 
breathing mark and indicates the absence of an “h” 
sound.   

However, this distinction of the aspiration may have faded.  



 
 

 
 There are three accent marks written over vowels.   

o Acute accent is a mark that slants to the right.   
o Grave accent is a mark that slants to the left.   
o Circumflex accent is a curved mark that opens 

downward.   
 Originally may have indicated a difference of musical pitch, 

but now used to indicate which syllable is to be stressed, 
regardless of the particular accent that is used.   

 
 

 
 There are four marks of punctuation (although the earliest 

manuscripts do not contain punctuation).  
o Period looks like the English period.   
o Comma looks like the English comma.   
o Interrogation mark or question mark looks like the 

English semicolon.   
o Colon or semicolon looks like a dot above the line.   

 
 

 
 There are three diacritical marks:     

o Apostrophe shows the omission of a letter.   
o Diaeresis (two dots side by side over the second of two 

vowels) shows the two vowels do not form a diphthong.   
o Coronis (looks like the apostrophe) shows that two 

words have been combined with the loss of an 
intermediate letter or letters. 

 
 

 



a. Direct questions introduced by the particle “ou” or 
“ouci” imply the expectation of a positive answer.  (“This 
is the carpenter’s son, is it not?”)  

 
b. Direct questions introduced by the particle “mh” or 

“mhti” imply the expectation of a negative answer.  
(“You are not greater than our father Jacob, are you?”)   

           
 c. The neuter plural subject usually takes the singular verb.   
 
 d. When there are several subjects, the verb usually agrees 

with the first subject (especially if it comes at the 
beginning). 

 
 e. Frequently “oti” stands for a sign of direct quotation. 

 
f. Comparative and superlative degrees: 

o Comparative degree may be conveyed by the added 
suffixes  -teroß, -tera, -teron, for example, iscuroß 
(strong) forms the comparative iscuroteroß 
(stronger). 

o Some adjectives add -iwn, -ion, for example, poluß 
(much) forms the comparative pleiwn (more). 

o Superlative degree is formed by adding -tatoß, -tath, 
-taton 

o Usually the superlative function is performed by the 
comparative degree with the article.   

 
g. Chart for contraction…   

 
                                            ending vowel 
    e h ei h/ o w ou oi 
  
 stem a a a a /  a /  w w w w /  
 vowel 
   e ei  h ei  h /  ou w ou oi 
 
   o ou w oi oi  ou w ou oi 

  



 
h. Conditional sentences…   

 
 Character Protasis  Apodosis 

 
1st  affirmation  eij with the  any tense or  
Class of reality indicative  mood 
 
2nd contrary to eij with the  a~ with the 
Class fact indicative  indicative 
 
3rd probable eja;n with the  any tense or 
Class future subjunctive mood 
 
4th possible eij with the  a~ with the 

Class future optative optative 



 

 
 

 the name of a person, place, thing, quality, action, or idea; 
called a substantive.   

 
a. Declension:  all nouns are separated into three 

declensions (1st, 2nd, 3rd declension). 
 

 b. Case:  nouns may be categorized by eight cases; the case 
reveals the function of a noun in relation to the verb or 
to other parts of the sentence.      

 
  i. Vocative case:  the case of direct address.   
 
  ii. Nominative case:  the case of designation or naming; 

its main function is to serve as the subject of a verb. 
   Its uses are: 

o Subject:  expresses the subject of a finite verb. 
o Predicate:  used with verbs of being (although 

sometimes the verb is omitted); e.g. “wife” in 
“Kale is my wife”.  

o Appellation:  special kind of appositive (the 
renaming of another noun or noun phrase right 
next to it, usually set apart with commas) which 
retains the nominative form even though it is 
used with a noun in another case.   

o Absolute:  no real grammatical relation to the 
rest of the sentence.   

 
  iii. Genitive case:  the case of description. 



   In translation it may often be preceded by the 
preposition “of”.  It uses same endings as the 
ablative. 

   Its uses are: 
o Attributive:  describes another noun (“a baptism 

of repentance”). 
o Possession:  denotes ownership. 
o Appositive:  modifies a noun in the genitive case 

and denotes the same person of thing; called an 
“genitive of identity” when modifying a noun 
not in the genitive case; may insert “which” or 
“namely”. 

o Partitive:  indicates the whole of which the noun 
modified is a part (“each of us”).  

o Subjective:  modifies a noun of action (e.g., love) 
and denotes that which produces the action in 
that noun.   

o Objective:  modifies a noun of action and 
denotes that which receives the action in that 
noun. 

o Adverbial:  attributes local (kind of place) or 
temporal (kind of time) relations to a verb.  (“the 
tip of his finger of/in water”, “this one came to 
him of/by night”) 

o Direct object:  some verbs (e.g., verbs expressing 
emotion or sensation or perception) take their 
direct object in the genitive case. 

o With adjectives:  modifies an adjective.  (“the 
tongue is full of deadly poison”)   

o With prepositions:  (catch all category) most 
have adverbial force.  (“we give thanks 
concerning all of you”) 

o Absolute:  does not have a grammatical 
connection with the rest of the sentence.      

 
  iv. Ablative case:  the case of separation. 
   In translation it may often be preceded by the 

preposition “from” or “out of”.  It uses same 
endings as the genitive. 

   Its uses are: 
o Separation:  the basic use of the case.   



o Agency/means:  tells the (impersonal) means or 
more often the (personal) agency by which 
something is done. 

o Comparison:  implies difference, distinction, or 
separation in degree.     

o Direct object:  some verbs (e.g., verbs of ceasing, 
abstaining, missing) take their direct object in 
the ablative case. 

 
  v. Dative case:  the case of interest and expresses the 

indirect object of the verb.  
   In translation it may often be preceded by the 

preposition “to”.  It uses same endings as the 
locative and instrumental. 

   Its uses are: 
o Indirect object:  most common use; indicates the 

one to whom, for whom, or in whose interest a 
thing is done. 

o Direct object:  some verbs (e.g. verbs of speaking 
or close personal relationship) take their direct 
object in the dative case.   

o Possession:  indicates to whom or what a person 
or thing belongs. 

o Reference:  the idea of reference.  (“we died to 
sin”) 

 
     vi. Locative case:  the case of location or position. 
   In translation it may often be preceded by the 

preposition “in”.  It uses same endings as the dative 
and instrumental.     

   Its uses are: 
o Place:  indicates location within something 

spatial. 
o Sphere:  indicates location within something 

figurative or metaphorical. 
o Time:  indicates location within time. 

 
  vii. Instrumental case:  the case of means by which some 

act is accomplished. 



   In translation it may often be preceded by the 
preposition “by” or “with”.  It uses the same 
endings as the dative and locative. 

   Its uses are:     
o Means:  the basic use of the case; often expresses 

impersonal means. 
o Agency:  may also express personal agency. 
o Cause:  presents the cause, motive, or reason 

that something is done. 
o Manner:  presents an attendant circumstance of 

an action rather than the means by which it is 
done.  (“every woman prophesying with her 
head unveiled…”) 

o Measure or time:  generally has to do with a 
temporal idea. 

o Association.  (“he made you alive together with 
Christ”) 

 
  viii. Accusative case:  the case of limitation or 

termination, limiting or terminating the action of the 
verb, and most commonly the direct object. 

   Its uses are: 
o Direct object:  the basic use of the case; receives 

the action of a transitive verb (an action verb 
that takes a direct object).   

o Adverbial:  modifies or limits a verb in an 
indirect way, such as, measure (how far), 
manner (how), reference (with reference to 
whom or what), or termination or expression of 
a goal. 

o Double:  the use of two accusatives with verbs 
that require more than one object to complete 
their meaning; it may express a personal and an 
impersonal object, a direct object and a predicate 
object, or may occur with verbs for oath-taking. 
(“that one will teach you all things”) 

o Absolute:  has no direct grammatical connection 
with the rest of the sentence; rare. 

 
 c. Gender:  reveals whether the noun is masculine, 

feminine, or neuter. 



 
 d. Number:  indicates whether a noun is singular or plural.   
 
 

 corresponds to the English “the” and is used to modify a 
noun, though it has other uses as well. 

 
 a. Pointer:  (1) to distinguish one object or person from 

another, one quality from another, one class or group 
from another, one word, phrase, clause, or sentence from 
another; (2) to refer to something previously mentioned 
in the context; and (3) to identify the subject in a 
copulative sentence (with connecting words or clauses 
connected in sense), ordinarily the subject from the 
predicate (i.e., what the subject does or is; in a sentence, 
all that is not the subject). 

 
b. Pronoun:  the article was originally used as a pronoun; 

and thus the article without a noun or participle should 
be translated as a personal pronoun(s) or demonstrative 
pronoun(s). 

 
c. Kai :  it connects nouns:  if both nouns have the article 

then they may refer to different persons or things; but if 
only the first noun has the article, then the second noun 
may refer to the same person or thing.   

 
d. Omission of the article does not necessarily prove 

indefiniteness but content will dictate; its absence, 
especially with words expected to use it, emphasizes the 
character expressed in those words.      

 
 



 a word that may substitute for a noun.  
  

a. Antecedent is the noun for which the pronoun 
substitutes and it determines the gender and number of 
the pronoun.   

 
b. Third personal pronoun (with no article) may be 

intensive when used with other nouns (“he himself”, 
“you yourself”, “I myself”); or it (with the article) may 
mean the same as the noun it identifies (“the same 
teacher”)   

 
c. Demonstrative pronouns are divided into near (“this”, 

“these”) and far (“that”, “those”).  When used with a 
noun they are commonly in the predicate position; but 
when used alone, the noun is to be supplied (“this one”, 
“these things”).    

 
 

 a word that modifies, qualifies, or describes a noun; it may 
be used as a substitute for a noun; it must agree with the 
noun it modifies in number, gender, and case.   

 
a. Attributive position is where the adjective is with the 

article; it may follow the noun in which both the noun 
and the adjective have the article (rarely a noun without 
the article will be used with an adjective with an article). 

 
b. Predicate adjective employs no article and usually 

follows the verb of being; it may for emphasis be placed 
before the verb, or even before the expressed subject of 
the verb; if in the predicate position without a verb, the 
needed form of the verb “to be” is be supplied, creating 
a sentence or clause. 

 
c. Indefinite construction is the absence of an article. 

 



d. Substantive use is an adjective with an article, 
unaccompanied by a noun, serving as a noun itself.     

 
 

 a word that defines more clearly the significance of the case 
of a noun with which it is used; some also were commonly 
compounded with verbs to give direction or force to the 
verb. 

 
 

 
 a word that connects words, phrases, clauses, and sentences.  

A conjunction that begins a sentence will often be placed as 
the second word of that sentence. 

 Common conjunctions: 
o kai  -- “and”, “also”, “but”, “even”, “that is”, “namely” -- 

frequently marks beginning of a sentence. 
o kai . . . kai  -- “both . . . and”, “not only . . . but also”. 
o de  – “but”, “and”, “now”  
o de kai  – “but also”, “but even”  
o men . . . de  -- “on the one hand . . . on the other hand”. 
o alla  -- “but” (stronger than de).   



 a word that indicates action or state of being.  The verb is the 
heart and core of the sentence around which the subject, 
object, and all other parts revolve.  If the verb delivers its 
action to an object, it is called transitive.  And if it does not, it 
is called intransitive.  There are two kinds of verbs:  (a) the -
w verbs, which are the overwhelming majority; and (b) the –
mi verbs, which were well on their way to elimination by 
New Testament times.    

 The verb is parsed in the following five parts (see diagram 
on last page): 

 
a. Tense:  that quality of the verb that describes action.   
 Action may be viewed both as to the “time” of the action 

and “kind” of the action.   
o Time of the action:  (1) past; (2) present; and (3) 

future.  
o Kind of action:  (1) linear/continuing, that is, action 

in progress; and (2) punctiliar/point, that is, action 
in summary.   

 There are six tenses: 
 

i. Present:  linear/continuing action in present time.  
The idea of time is prominent only in the indicative 
mood.   

 Regular uses: 
o Descriptive:  the most common use for “an act in 

progress;” it vividly represents the act as going 
on now; also called the “pictorial present.” 

o Durative:  used for “an action or state that was 
begun in the past is still continuing at the 
present time;” it tends to gather up past and 
present into one word or phrase; also called the 
“progressive present.” 

o Gnomic:  used “to express a general or timeless 
truth;” the temporal element is quite remote, as 
it does not so much affirm that something is 
happening but does happen. 

o Iterative:  used for “an action that recurs at 
successive intervals.”  



o Historical:  used for “an action entirely in the 
past;” used of past events in order to make them 
more vivid. 

o Futuristic:  used for “an action yet future;” used 
of a future event that is regarded as certain to 
come to pass, describing with the vividness of a 
present reality that which has not yet occurred. 

o Perfective:  used for “perfective action;” a few 
verbs have perfect force even in their present 
tense forms.  (h&kw -- “I have come and am here”) 

o Conative:  used for “an act contemplated or 
attempted;” suggests that the action tends 
toward realization. 

 
ii. Imperfect:  linear/continuing action in past time. 
 The sign of the imperfect is the augment (prefix), the 

present stem, and appropriate endings.  Before 
consonants the augment is an e.  Before vowels the 
vowel is lengthened, thus a and e become h, o 
becomes w, oi becomes w/, and ai and a/ become h/. 

 Used only in the indicative; it has these uses:   
o Descriptive:  expresses “continuous action in 

past time.”  
o Iterative:  expresses “repeated action in past 

time” or “customary, habitual action.” (It may 
be translated with “kept on” or “used to”.) 

o Inceptive:  expresses “the beginning of an 
action” or “an action on the verge of occurring.” 
(It may be translated with “began”.) 

o Conative:  expresses “an action attempted or 
interrupted.”  

o Potential:  expresses “a wish politely or 
hesitantly” or “a wish that is known to be 
unattainable.”  

o Used with verbs of obligation, propriety, and 
necessity, perhaps suggesting an obligation 
carried over from the past into the present 
(compare our use of the word “ought”).    

 
iii. Aorist:  punctiliar/point action in past time. 



 It presents “an event as a single whole, without 
regarding the time taken in its accomplishment.”  It 
is divided into first aorist and second aorist. 

 The sign of the first aorist is the augment, the 
present stem, and s with the appropriate endings; its 
passive endings are the same as the second aorist 
with exception of the q. 

 The sign of the second aorist takes the augment, a 
stem different from the present, and the imperfect 
endings in the active and middle.    

 It has these four uses: 
o Historical:  in historical narrative with these 

emphases:   
 (a) Ingressive/inceptive – emphasizes 

“entrance” into a state or condition without 
saying anything about its continuance (unlike 
the inceptive imperfect);  

 (b) Culminative/effective – emphasizes the 
“end” of the action and “success” of the effort 
(unlike the conative imperfect); and 

  (c) Constative/summary – views an action in its 
“entirety” and treats it as a single whole. 

o Gnomic:  expresses “a general or timeless truth.”  
o Epistolary:  used by a writer of an event which 

was either present or future to himself but 
would be past by the time of his readers.   

o Dramatic:  describes “a present fact or reality 
with the certitude of a past event.”  

 
iv. Future:  punctiliar/point action in future time. 
 It is mainly an indicative tense, not being used at all 

in the subjunctive, imperative, and optative, and 
only infrequently in the infinitive and participle.   

 The sign of the future is the s.  The future differs 
from the present only by the additions of the s 
before the ending, except that qh precedes the s in 
the passive. 

 It has these four uses: 
o Predictive:  expresses “an action expected to 

occur in the future” (the most natural and most 
frequent use of the tense). 



o Imperative/volitive:  expresses “a command.” 
o Deliberative:  expresses “a deliberative frame of 

mind” in questions. 
o Gnomic/customary:  expresses “an action to be 

expected under certain circumstances.”   
 
v. Perfect:  a completed action in past time with an 

abiding result that comes up to present time. 
 It thus combines both the aorist and the present, that 

is, it is both punctiliar and linear.   
 The sign of the perfect is the reduplication (or if the 

verb begins with a vowel, it takes the augment) and 
the k in the active (the active being like the first 
aorist except for the k replacing the s).  (Second 
perfects are perfects with no k.)  

 It has the following four uses: 
o Intensive:  expresses “an emphasis upon the 

present.”  
o Consummative:  expresses “an emphasis on the 

completed process or action by which the results 
came to be.” 

o Iterative:  expresses “repeated action.”  
o Dramatic:  expresses “an action completed in the 

past but conceived in terms of the present time 
for the sake of vividness.” 

 
vi. Pluperfect:  a completed action in past time with an 

abiding result that comes up to a point in past time. 
 The sign of the pluperfect is the augment added to 

the reduplication (although the augment is not 
always added).  The k is still characteristic in the 
active. 

 
   b. Voice:  that quality of the verb which indicates the 

relationship of the subject of the verb to the action in the 
verb.   

  There are three voices: 
 
  i. Active:  describes the subject as producing the action 

in the verb.   
   May be used as:  



o Simple active:  which is the usual use; or  
o Causative active:  in which the is causing the 

action (“he causes his sun to rise”).   
 
  ii. Passive:  describes the subject of the verb as 

receiving the action of the verb. 
   May be used as:  

o Regular passive:  usually intransitive (does not 
take an object), but sometimes are transitive, 
such as, when the verbs in the active take two 
objects.    

o Deponent passive:  subject producing the action 
as though the verb was active.    

o Reflexive passive:  subject acting on himself.    
 
  iii. Middle:  describes the subject as participating in the 

results of the action, and thus stands between active 
and passive, being related to both. 

   May be used as:  
o Direct middle:  represents the subject as acting 

directly on himself.      
o Indirect middle:  represents the subject as acting 

for himself or by himself.  
o Deponent middle:  some verbs in the middle 

form are active in meaning. 
 
 c. Mood:  that quality of the verb which indicates the 

relation of the action in the verb to reality.   
  There are four moods:   
 
  i. Indicative:  mood of reality or fact (action is real). 
   May be used as: 

o Declarative:  to make a “statement.”      
o Interrogative:  to ask a “simple question.”     
o Condition:  used in the protasis of both first and 

second class conditional sentences.  
 
  ii. Subjunctive:  mood of probability (action is 

possible). 
   The sign of the subjunctive is the long vowel in the 

ending, with the only difference between the present 



and the aorist is the addition of the s before the 
ending in the aorist. 

   May be used as:  
o Exhortation:  use of the first person plural by a 

speaker or writer to exhort others to join with 
him in an action. 

o Deliberation:  expresses perplexity or doubtful 
state of mind or used as a rhetorical device. 

o Prohibition:  always employs the aorist tense.   
o Strong denial:  used with oju mhv and the aorist 

tense to express a negative statement of a future 
occurrence in the strongest way.   

   Uses in subordinate (dependent) clauses:  
o Substantive clauses:  often after i&na. 
o Purpose clauses:  often after i&na or o&poß.   
o Result clauses:  often after i&na. 
o Indefinite temporal clauses.  (“Whenever you 

should pray...”). 
o Indefinite relative clauses.  (“Whoever should 

call upon the name of the Lord...”).   
o Third class conditional clauses:  usually 

introduced by ean.   
 
  iii. Imperative:  mood of command (action is 

commanded).   
   It expresses neither probability nor possibility, but 

only intention, and is, therefore, the further removed 
from reality.   

   May be used as: 
o Command.   
o Prohibition:  used with mhv to forbid the 

continuance of an act already in progress.  
(“Stop being afraid.”)   

o Entreaty:  sometimes the tone of the command is 
softened to a plead (“please”). 

o Permission:  sometimes the command is in 
compliance with the desire or inclination of the 
person addressed. 

o Concession or condition:  in certain contexts 
may be equivalent of a conditional or concessive 



clause.  (“Destroy this temple and in three days I 
will raise it.”)     

 
  iv. Optative:  mood of possibility (action is wished). 
   It is a sort of weaker subjunctive, but much more 

rare; found only in the present and aorist tenses.   
   May be used as: 

o Volitive:  occurs in prayers, respectful requests, 
and wishes.  (“May the God of peace sanctify 
you.”)  There are approximately 38 of these in 
the New Testament, of which fifteen are 
instances of mhv gevnoito (“May it not be” or “God 
forbid!”)   

o Potential (futuristic):  used with the particle a~n 
to express an imagined possibility.  (“And they 
were discussing with one another what they 
might do to Jesus.”) 

o In conditional sentences:  used in both the 
protasis and apodosis of the fourth class.   

o In indirect rhetorical questions:  when an 
especially doubtful state of mind is implied.   

 
 d. Person:  the quality of the verb that indicates whether 

the subject of the verb is: 
 
  i. First Person:  speaking (“I,” “we”) 
 
  ii. Second Person:  spoken to (“you”) 
 
  iii. Third Person:  spoken about (“he,” “she,” or “it,” or 

“they”) 
 
 e. Number:  the quality of the verb that indicates whether 

the subject of the verb is: 
 
  i. Singular (single) 
 
  ii. Plural 
 

Examples of Translations 



(3rd person singular may be “he,” “she,” or “it” but only “he” 
will be given in the examples.) 
 
Present active indicative:   
“I am (you are, he is) loosing”   “We (you, they) are loosing”   
Present middle indicative:   
“I am (you are, he is) loosing for myself (yourself, himself)” 
“We (you, they) are loosing for ourselves (yourselves, 
themselves)” 
Present passive indicative:   
“I am (you are, he is) being loosed”   
“We (you, they) are being loosed”   
 
 
Imperfect active indicative:   
“I was (you were, he was) loosing”   
“We (you, they) were loosing” 
Imperfect middle indicative:   
“I was (you were, he is) loosing for myself” 
“We (you, they) were loosing for ourselves (yourselves, 
themselves)”    
Imperfect passive indicative:   
“I was (you were, he was) being loosed” 
“We (you, they) were being loosed”   
 
Aorist active indicative:   
“I (you, he) loosed”   “We (you, they) loosed”   
Aorist middle indicative:   
“I (you, he) loosed for myself (yourself, himself)” 
“We (you, they) loosed for ourselves (yourselves, 
themselves)”   
Aorist passive indicative:   
“I was (you were, he was) loosed”   “We (you, they) loosed”   
 
Future active indicative:   
“I (you, he) will loose”   “We (you, they) will loose”   
Future middle indicative:   
“I (you, he) will loose for myself (yourself, himself)” 
“We (you, they) will loose for ourselves (yourselves, 
themselves)”    
Future passive indicative:   
“I (you, he) will be loosed”  “We (you, they) will be loosed”  



  
Perfect active indicative:   
“I have (you have, he has) loosed”   
“We (you, they) have loosed”    
Perfect middle indicative:   
“I have (you have, he has) loosed for myself (yourself, 
himself)”  
“We (you, they) have loosed for ourselves (yourselves, 
themselves)”    
Perfect passive indicative:   
“I have (you have, he has) been loosed” 
“We (you, they) have been loosed”   
  
Pluperfect active indicative:   
“I (you, he) had loosed”   “We (you, they) had loosed” 
Pluperfect middle indicative:   
“I (you, he) loosed for myself (yourself, himself)” 
“We (you, they) loosed for ourselves (yourselves, 
themselves)”    
Pluperfect passive indicative:   
“I (you, he) has been loosed”    
“We (you, they) had been loosed”    
  
Subjunctive is characterized the words “should” or “might.”  
 
Imperative is translated in the second person as “Loose” and 
the third person as “Let him loose” or “Let them loose.”   
 
Optative is characterized by the word “might.” 

 
 



 a word that modifies or qualifies a verb, an adjective, or 
another adverb.  The Greek adverb is not inflected and thus 
retains the same spelling regardless of its use.  Usually an 
adverb is formed by changing the “n“ of the genitive 
masculine plural ending of an adjective to “ß”. 

 
 

 an exclamatory word expressing feeling.   
 
 



 a hybrid word that is a verb-noun.  
  
 As a verb, it has voice and tense, may take an object, may be 

modified by adverbs, and may be used in the expression of 
verbal ideas.  As a noun, it may be used in any way a noun 
can be used.  In some cases the verbal aspect will be 
uppermost, and in other cases the noun force will be 
dominant, but both characteristics will always be present.   

 It is used in the following ways: 
 
 a. Noun element:   
 
  i. Subject.  (“To know the times is not yours.”) 
 
  ii. Object.  (“Jesus began to do and to teach.”) 
 
   iii. Appositive.  (“Pure religion is to visit orphans.”) 
 
  iv. Modifier.  (“He gave them the right to become 

children of God.”) 
 
 b. Equivalent of an adverbial clause:   
 
  i. Purpose.   
 
  ii. Result.     
 
  iii. Time.   
 
  iv. Cause.   
 
 c. Independent element:     
 
  i. Greeting.   
 
  ii. Command.   



 a hybrid word that is a verb-adjective. 
  
 In one instance the adjectival force will come to the front, 

and in another the verbal side will be stressed, but the 
adjectival notion never quite disappears in the one as the 
verbal always remains in the other.   

 It is used in the following ways: 
 
 a. Adjectival participle:     
 
  i. Attributive:  functions as the “direct modifier of a 

noun.”  
 
  ii. Predicate:  used with a form of the verb “to be” (or 

“to have”) to create the predicate.   
   Here are some periphrastic constructions: 

o Present periphrastic:  consisting of the present 
participle with the present tense of eijmiv; it is rare. 

o Imperfect periphrastic:  consisting of the present 
participle with the imperfect tense of eijmiv; it is 
widely used. 

o Future periphrastic:  consisting of the present 
participle with the future tense of eijmiv, 
expressing continuing action in future time since 
the future itself is punctiliar in nature. 

o Perfect periphrastic:  consisting of the perfect 
participle with the present tense of eijmiv; it is 
usually intensive in force. 

o Pluperfect periphrastic:  consisting of the perfect 
participle and the imperfect tense of eijmiv; it is 
usually intensive.   

o Future perfect periphrastic:  consisting of the 
perfect participle and the future of eijmiv; it is the 
regular construction for the future perfect.  (“I 
shall have believed on him.”) 

 
  iii. Substantive:  not accompanied by a noun, it 

“functions as a noun” itself (usually with the article).   
 



 b. Circumstantial (adverbial) participle:  “defines the 
circumstances under which the action of a verb takes 
place” while being subordinate to the main verb and not 
employing the article.   

  It can be used in the Genitive Absolute Construction 
which is independent (absolute) from the main clause, 
appearing in the genitive case with a noun or pronoun 
also in the genitive case. 

 
  i. Temporal:  answers, “When?”  
   In the aorist, it is time prior to the time of the main 

verb; in the present, it is the same time; in the future, 
it is future time; and in the perfect it is completeness 
of an action begun at the time of the main verb.   

 
  ii. Telic:  answers, “For what purpose?”  
   It expresses the “purpose” of the action of the main 

verb.   
 
  iii. Causal:  answers, “Why?”  
 
  iv. Instrumental:  answers, “By what means?” 
   It indicates the “means” by which the action of the 

main verb is accomplished.   
 
  v. Modal (manner):  answers, “How?”  
   It denotes the “manner” in which the action of the 

main verb is effected.   
 
  vi. Conditional:  functions as the protasis (if) of a 

conditional sentence.   
 
  vii. Concessive:  expresses the protasis of a concessive 

sentence, and refers to an action which is 
“unfavorable” to the action of the main verb or the 
action of the main verb is accomplished “in spite of” 
the action of the participle (the translation “though” 
brings out this idea). 

 
 c. Supplementary participle:  completes the meaning of 

the main verb.  (“I do not cease giving thanks for you.”)   



 
 d. Independent participle:  forms an independent sentence 

or an independent element within a sentence.     
 
e. Equivalent to a subordinate clauses participle:  includes all 

uses except the predicative participle.    



 

 
 

  
a. 1st Declension: Pattern 1 2 3 4 5 

                                     Singular 
    N/V h a a aß hß 
    G/A hß aß hß ou ou 
D/L/I h/ a/ h/ a/ h/ 
         A hn an an an hn 
                                       Plural 
    N/V ai ai ai ai ai 
    G/A wn wn wn wn wn 
D/L/I aiß aiß aiß aiß aiß 
         A aß aß aß aß aß 

  (1, 2, & 3 w/fem. nouns; 4 & 5 w/mas.) 
 
 b. 2nd Declension: Pattern 1 2  

                  Singular 
         V e on  
         N oß on 
    G/A ou ou 
D/L/I w/ w/ 
         A on on  
                   Plural 
    N/V oi a  
    G/A wn wn  
D/L/I oiß oiß  
         A ouß a  

  (1 w/mas. & fem. nouns; 2 w/neut.) 
  



 c. 3rd Declension: Pattern 1 2  
                     Singular 
    N/V ß (none) none 
    G/A oß oß 
D/L/I i none 
         A a or n none  
                       Plural 
    N/V eß a  
    G/A wn wn  
D/L/I si si  
         A aß a  
(1 w/mas. & fem. nouns; 2 w/neut.) 

 
 

 
                            Singular 
 Mas. Fem. Neut. 

  N oJ hJ to; 
    G/A tou' th'ß tou' 
D/L/I tw'/ th'/ tw'/ 
         A to;n th;n to; 
                            Plural 
 Mas. Fem. Neut. 

  N oiJ aiJ ta; 
    G/A tw'n tw'n tw'n 
D/L/I toi'ß tai''ß toi'ß 
         A tou;ß ta;ß ta; 

 
 



 
 a. Personal:   

 
                         Singular             
N,V ejgw (I)  suv (you)   
G,A ejmou, mou sou  
D,L,I ejmoiv, moi  soiv  
A ejmev, me  sev  
                           Plural                   
N,V hJmeiß (we) uJmeiß (you)  
G,A hJmwn  uJmwn  
D,L,I hJmin  uJmin  
A hJmaß  uJmaß  
 
 Mas. Fem. Neut. 
                                 Singular             
N,V aujtoß (he) aujthv (she) aujtov (it)   
G,A aujtou aujthß aujtou  
D,L,I aujtw/ aujth/ aujtw/  
A aujtovn aujthvn aujtov  
                                   Plural                   
N,V aujtoiv aujtai aujtav  
G,A aujtwn aujtwn aujtwn  
D,L,I aujtoiß aujtaiß aujtoiß  
A aujtouvß aujtaß aujtav  

 
 b. Relative:   
 

 Mas. Fem. Neut. 
                                 Singular             
N,V o&ß (who) h& (who) o& (which, what)   
G,A ou| h|ß ou|  
D,L,I w|/ h|/ w|/  
A o& h&n o&  
                                   Plural                   
N,V oi& ai& a&  
G,A w|n w|n w|n  
D,L,I oi|ß ai|ß oi|ß  
A ou&ß a&ß a&  

 



 
 
 
 c. Interrogative:  tiß, ti  (who, which, what) 
 

 Mas. Fem. & Neut. 
                      Singular             
N,V tivß tiv    
G,A tivnoß tivnoß   
D,L,I tivni tivni   
A tivvna tiv    
                        Plural                   
N,V tivneß tivna   
G,A tivnwn tivnwn   
D,L,I tivsi(n) tivsi(n)   
A tivnaß tivvna   

 
 d. Indefinite:  tiß, ti  (anyone, anything, someone, 

something, a certain one, a certain thing) 
 
 e. Demonstrative:  outoß, auth, touto  (this; pl., these); 

ekeinoß, ekeinh, ekeino  (that; pl., those) 
 
 f. Possessive:  ejmoß (mas.), ejmh (fem.), ejmon (neut.)  
                               sovß, you; hJmevteroß, our; uJmevteroß, your   
 

i. Reflexive (genitive forms):  ejmautou (mas.), ejmauthß 
(fem.), “myself”; seautou (mas.), seauthß (fem.), 
“yourself”; eJautou (mas.), eJauthß (fem.), eJautou (neut), 
“him/her/itself” 

 
 h. Correlative demonstrative:  toioutoß, toiauth, toiouto  

(such ones/things) 
 
 i. Simple relative:  o&sge, o&sper (who, which) 
 
 j. Indefinite relative:  o&stiß, h&tiß, o&ti (whoever, whichever) 
 
 k. Qualitative relative:  opoioß, opoia, opoion (such as) 
 



 l. Qualitative correlative:  oi|oß, oi&a, oi&on (of what kind); 
o&soß, o&sh, o&son (as much as); hJlikoß, hJlikh, hJlikon (as old 
as, as tall as) 

 
 m. Qualitative interrogative:  poioß, poia, poion (of what 

sort) 
 
 n. Qualitative interrogative of size:  phlikoß, phlikh, 

phlikon (how great) 
 
 o. Qualitative interrogative of quantity:  posoß, posh, 

poson (how many, how much); potapoß, potaph, potapon 
(of what sort) 

 
 p. Pronominal adjectives:  paß, pasa, pan (every, each – pl., 

all); ei|ß, mia, e&n (one) 
 
 

 “first and second declension” adjectives have masculine and 
neuter endings like the second declension while the feminine 
endings are from the first declension.  Some sixty adjectives 
in the New Testament have eß for their stem ending and 
depend completely upon endings from the “third 
declension.”  



 
 ana  -- (acc), “up”, “each”, “within”, “in the midst of”, 

“again”. 
 anti  -- (gen), “opposite”, “for”, “against”, “in behalf of”, 

“instead of”. 
 apo  -- (abl), “from”, “away from”. 
 dia -- (gen/abl), “through”, “by”, “by means of”, 

“throughout”, “with”, “during”, “because of”, “for 
the sake of”, “on account of” (shows agency, the 
medium through which the original agent works). 

  -- (acc), “because of”, “on account of”. 
 eiß -- (acc), “into”, “unto”, “at”, “on”, “against”, 

“concerning”. 
 ek -- (abl), “out of”, “from within”, “by means of”, “by 

reason of”.  
 en -- (loc), “in”, “on”, “at”, “among”. 
  -- (inst), “by”, “with” (expresses impersonal agency). 
  -- (w/infin), “as”, “while”, “during”. 
 epi -- (gen), “upon”, “on”, “at”, “by”. 
  -- (loc), “upon”, “on”, “at”, “over”, “in addition to”. 
  -- (acc), “upon”, “onto”, “up to”, “concerning”. 
 kata -- (gen/abl), “down”, “down upon”, “against”. 
  -- (acc), “along”, “according to”, “with reference to”.   
 meta -- (gen), “with”, “on the side of” (used often with 

things). 
  -- (acc), “after”, “behind”. 
 para -- (abl), “from” (source w/persons). 
  -- (loc), “before”, “by the side of”, “beside”. 
  -- (acc), “beside”, “beyond”, “along”. 
 peri -- (gen), “about”, “concerning”. 
  -- (acc), “about”, “around”, “with reference to”. 
 pro -- (abl), “before”. 
 proß -- (loc), “at”, “on”, “for”. 
  -- (acc), “to”, “toward”, “with”, “at”, “for”.  
 sun -- (inst), “with”, “together with”, “by” (used most 

often with persons and implies close fellowship, 
association, and cooperation). 

 uper -- (abl), “for”, “on the side of”, “on behalf of”, “instead 
of”. 

  -- (acc), “over”, “above”, “beyond”. 



 upo -- (abl), “by”, “by means of” (expresses personal 
agency). 

  -- (acc), “under”, “below”, “over”, “under the 
authority of”. 

  
 (except for peri and pro, prepositions ending in a vowel will 

drop that vowel before a word beginning with a vowel)  



 (augments & reduplications not included) 
 

                                         a.  Indicative: 
 Pres. Fut. Impf. 2 Aor. 1 Aor. Perf. Pluperf. 

Active 
1S w sw on on sa ka kein  
2S eiß seiß eß eß saß kaß keiß 
3S ei sei e(n) e(n) se(n) ke(n) kei 
1P omen somen omen omen samen kamen keimen 
2P ete sete ete ete sate kate keite 
3P ousi(n) sousi(n) on on san kasi(n) keisan 
      kan 

Middle 
1S omai somai omhn omhn samhn mai mhn 
2S h/ sh/ ou ou sw sai so 
3S etai setai eto eto sato tai to 
1P omeqa someqa omeqa omeqa sameqa meqa meqa 
2P esqe sesqe esqe esqe sasqe sqe sqe 
3P ontai sontai onto onto santo ntai nto 

Passive 
1S omai qhsomai omhn hn qhn  mai mhn 
2S h/ qhsh/ ou  hß qhß sai so 
3S etai qhsetai eto h qh tai to 
1P omeqa qh- omeqa hmen qhmen meqa meqa  
  someqa 
2P esqe qhsesqe esqe hte qhte sqe sqe  
3P ontai qh- onto hsan qhsan ntai nto 
  sontai  
 



             b.  Subjunctive                              c.  Imperative      
 Pres. 2 Aor. 1 Aor.  Pres. 2 Aor. 1 Aor. 

Active 
1S w w sw    
2S h/ß h/ß sh/ß  e e son 
3S h/ h/ sh/  etw etw satw 
1P wmen wmen swmen   
2P hte hte shte  ete ete sate 
3P wsi(n) wsi(n) swsi(n)  etwsan etwsan satw- 
       san 

Middle 
1S wmai wmai swmai   
2S h/ h/ sh/  ou ou sai 
3S htai htai shtai  esqw esqw sasqw 
1P wmeqa wmeqa swmeqa   
2P hsqe hsqe shsqe  esqe esqe sasqe 
3P wntai wntai swntai  esqw- esqw- sasqw- 
     san san san 

Passive 
1S wmai w qw   
2S h/ hß/ qh/ß   ou hqi qhti 
3S htai h/ qh/  esqw htw qhtw 
1P wmeqa wmen qwmen    
2P hsqe hte qhte  esqe hte qhte  
3P wntai wsi(n) qwsi(n)  esqw- htwsan qhtw- 
     san  san 
 



         d.  Optative      
  Pres. 1 Aor.   
            Active 
1S oimi saimi    
2S oiß saiß   
3S oi sai (seie)   
1P oimen saimen   
2P oite saite   
3P oien saien (seian)   
            Middle 
1S oimhn saimhn   
2S oio saio   
3S oito saito   
1P oimeqa saimeqa   
2P oisqe saisqe   
3P ointo sainto   
             Passive 
1S oimhn qeihn   
2S oio qeihß   
3S oito qeih  
1P oimeqa qeimen    
2P oisqe qeite   
3P ointo qeien  
 



 
 

 Pres. Fut. Impf. Pres. Pres.  Pres.  
  Ind. Ind. Ind. Subj. Imp.  Opt. 

1S eijmiv e[somai h[mhn w\   ei[hn   
2S ei\ e[sh/ h\ß h\/ß i[sqi  ei[hß  
3S ejstiv(n) e[stai h\n h/\ e[stw  ei[h  
1P ejsmevn ejsovmeqa h\men w\men   ei\men  
2P ejstev e[sesqe h\te h\te e[ste  ei\te  
3P eijsiv(n) e[sontai h\san w\si(n) e[stwsan  ei\en  

 
Present infinitive:  ei\nai      Future infinitive:  e[sesqai    
 

Present Participle 
   Mas. Fem. Neut. 
                                                Singular 
  N,V w[n ou\sa o[n  
  G,A o[ntoß ou[shß o[ntoß  
  D,L,I o[nti ou[sh/ o[nti  
  A o[nta ou\san o[n  

 Plural 
  N,V o[nteß ou\sai o[nta  
  G,A o[ntwn oujswn o[ntwn  
  D,L,I ou\si(n) ou[saiß ou\si(n)  
  A o[ntaß ou[saß o[nta 
 



 
 (reduplication not included) 
 
    Active Middle Passive 
 
  Present: ein esqai esqai   
 
  1 Aorist: sai sasqai qhnai 
 
  2 Aorist: ein esqai hnai 
 
  Future: sein sesqai qhsesqai 
 
  Perfect: kenai sqai sqai  
 
  (“to loose,” “to loose for one’s self,” “to be loosed”) 
  



 (reduplication not included) 
 

             Present Active &            Present Middle & Passive & 
              2 Aorist Active                      2 Aorist Middle 
  Mas. Fem. Neut. Mas. Fem. Neut. 
                       Singular                                Singular 
N,V wn ousa on omenoß omenh omenon  
G,A ontoß oushß ontoß omenou omenhß omenou 
D,L,I onti oush/ onti omenw/ omenh/ omenw/ 
A onta ousan on omenon omenhn omenon 
                         Plural                                     Plural 
N,V onteß ousai onta omenoi omenai omena 
G,A ontwn ouswn ontwn omenwn omenwn omenwn 
D,L,I ousi(n) ousaiß ousi(n) omenoiß  omenaiß omenoiß 
A ontaß ousaß onta omenouß omenaß omena 

 
               1 Aorist Active                  1 Aorist Middle 
 Mas. Fem. Neut. Mas. Fem. Neut. 
                       Singular                                Singular 
N,V saß sasa san samenoß samenh samenon  
G,A santoß sashß santoß samenou samenhß samenou 
D,L,I santi sash/ santi samnw/ samenh/ samenw/ 
A santa sasan san samenon samenhn samenon 
                         Plural                                     Plural 
N,V santeß sasai santa samenoi samenai samena 
G,A santwn saswn santwn samenwn samenwn samenwn 
D,L,I sasi(n) sasaiß sasi(n) samenoiß samenaiß samenoiß 
A santaß sasaß santa samenouß samenaß samena 

 
                1 Aorist Passive                  2 Aorist Passive 
  Mas. Fem. Neut. Mas. Fem. Neut. 
                       Singular                                Singular 
N,V qeiß qeisa qen eiß eisa en  
G,A qentoß qeishß qentoß entoß eishß entoß 
D,L,I qenti qeish/ qenti enti eish/ enti 
A qenta qeisan qen enta eisan en 
                         Plural                                     Plural 
N,V qenteß qeisai qenta enteß eisai enta 
G,A qentwn qeiswn qentwn entwn eiswn entwn 
D,L,I qeisi(n) qeisaiß qeisi(n) eisi(n)  eisaiß eisi(n) 



A qentaß qeisaß qenta entaß eisaß enta



                Future Active                      Future Middle 
  Mas. Fem. Neut. Mas. Fem. Neut. 
                       Singular                                Singular 
N,V swn sousa son somenoß somenh somenon  
G,A sontoß soushß sontoß somenou somenhß somenou 
D,L,I sonti soush/ sonti somenw/ somenh/ somenw/ 
A sonta sousan son somenon somenhn somenon 
                         Plural                                     Plural 
N,V sonteß sousai sonta somenoi somenai somena 
G,A sontwn souswn sontwn somenwn somenwn somenwn 
D,L,I sousi(n) sousaiß sousi(n) somenoiß  somenaiß somenoiß 
A sontaß sousaß sonta somenouß somenaß somena 

 
                       Future Passive            
  Mas. Fem. Neut.  
                              Singular  
N,V qhsomenoß qhsomenh qhsomenon  
G,A qhsomenou qhsomenhß qhsomenou 
D,L,I qhsomenw/ qhsomenh/ qhsomenw/ 
A qhsomenon qhsomenhn qhsomenon 
                                Plural  
N,V qhsomenoi qhsomenai qhsomena 
G,A qhsomenwn qhsomenwn qhsomenwn 
D,L,I qhsomenoiß  qhsomenaiß qhsomenoiß 
A qhsomenouß qhsomenaß qhsomena 

 
                 Perfect Active             Perfect Middle & Passive  
 Mas. Fem. Neut. Mas. Fem. Neut. 
                       Singular                                Singular 
N,V kwß kuia koß menoß menh menon  
G,A kotoß kuiaß kotoß menou menhß menou 
D,L,I koti kuia/ koti menw/ menh/ menw/ 
A kota kuian koß menon menhn menon 
                         Plural                                     Plural 
N,V koteß kuiai kota menoi menai mena 
G,A kotwn kuiwn kotwn menwn menwn menwn 
D,L,I kosi(n) kuiaiß kosi(n) menoiß  menaiß menoiß 

A kotaß kuiaß kota menouß menaß mena



(Only five -mi verbs are used often:  divdwmi (“I give”), i&hmi (“I 
send”), eijmiv (“I am”), i&sthmi (“I stand”), tivqhmi (“I place, set”).  
i&hmi used only in compounds, most frequently as ajfivhmi (“I 
send away”, “forgive”) and sunivhmi (“I perceive”).  

 We will use divdwmi to show forms of -mi verbs: 
 

Pres. Ind. Impf. Ind. Aorist Ind. Pres. Imp. Aorist Imp. 
 Active   Active    Active   Active    Active 
Divdwmi ejdivdoun e[dwka  
divdwß ejdivdouß e[dwkaß divdou dovß 
divdwsi(n) ejdivdou e[dwke didovtw dovtw 
divdomen ejdivdomen ejdwvkamen  
divdote ejdivdote ejdwkate divdote dovte 
divdoasi(n) ejdivdosan e[dwkan didovtwsan dovtwsan 
Middle& Middle & Middle Middle & Middle 
Passive  Passive ejdovmhn Passive (of tivqhmi) 
divdomai ejdivdomhn e[dou (of tivqhmi) 
divdosai ejdivdoso e[doto  qou 
divdotai ejdivdoto ejdomeqa tivqeso qevsqw 
divdomeqa ejdidovmeqa e[dosqe tiqevsqw 
divdosqe ejdivdosqe e[donto  qevsqe 
divdontai ejdivdonto Passive tivqesqe qevsqwsan 
  ejdovqhn tiqevsqwsan 
  ejdovqhß 
  ejdovqh 
  ejdovqhmen 
  ejdovqhte 
  ejdovqhsan 
 
Pres. Inf. Aorist Inf.  Pres. Part.  Aorist Part. 
 Active   Active    (declines regularly from  
didovnai dounai  these forms:) 
Middle & Middle  Active  Active 
Passive dovsqai M. didouvß M. douvß 
divdosqai Passive F. didousa F. dousa 
 doqhnai N. didovn N. dovn 
   Middle &  Middle 
   Passive M. dovmenoß 
  M. didovmenoß F. domevnh 
  F. didomevnh N. dovmenon 
  N. didovmenon  Passive 



    M. doqeivß 
    F. doqeisa 
    N. doqevn 



  



 


